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Online Quiz League 
 

Questions set by:  Jake Denney Edited by: Aidan Linge 
For use in: Season 8 Week 4 Friendly matches played 21/09/2022 

Correct as of: 20/09/2022 
 

Note to QMs (please read aloud to teams): Players are politely reminded to have their hands in view at all times 
 
 

 



Round 1 

1a Having won the award this year with the film ‘Triangle Of Sadness’, which Swedish film-maker is the most recent person to 

have won the Palme d’Or twice at the Cannes Film Festival? His other winner was ‘The Square’, in 2018. Ruben ÖSTLUND 

1b 
Which ancient Athenian aristocrat is the first of the seven esteemed figures to deliver a speech in the narrative of Plato's 

'Symposium'? His relatively short speech primarily details the value of love. PHAEDRUS 

2a 
By some margin, Princess Charlotte of Mecklenburg-Strelitz is the longest serving Queen consort in the history of British 

monarchy, holding the position for 57 years. Who was she Queen consort to? GEORGE III 

2b Which medium-sized seabird, native primarily to the islands in and around the North Atlantic, has the somewhat 

misleading Latin name 'puffinus puffinus'? MANX SHEARWATER 

3a 

Food, Glorious Food is the opening number of which musical by Lionel Bart? OLIVER! 

3b 

Which of the ‘Big Five’ supermodels of the late 80s and early 90s once infamously stated that her and fellow model Christy 

Turlington “…don’t wake up for less than $10,000 a day”? Linda EVANGELISTA 

4a 
Which English football team - who were relegated to the Championship division at the end of the 2021-22 season - play 

their home games at Turf Moor? BURNLEY 

4b 
Established in 1921 by King Christian X, the Order of the Falcon is the only order of chivalry in which European country? 

Consisting of five classes, the honours are appointed by the nation's Prime Minister and a five-member council. ICELAND 

 



 
 
 
Round 2 

  1a Born in London in 1953, which Labour politician is the current MP for Hackney North and Stoke Newington, having been 

elected to the position in 1987? She stands as the UK’s longest serving black member of parliament. Diane ABBOTT 

1b 

Divided into 100 kubo, the naira is the national currency of which West African country? Cities of this nation where the 

currency would be accepted include Abuja and Lagos. NIGERIA 

2a I don't believe it! is the catchphrase of which long-suffering sitcom character, portrayed by Richard Wilson in the BBC 

show 'One Foot In The Grave'? 

VICTOR MELDREW (Accept 

EITHER name) 

2b Born in the Philippines in 1997, which singer and social media personality currently holds the record for most liked TikTok 

video - with more than 50 million likes - and is also one of the top five most followed accounts on the platform? Bella POARCH 

3a Nicknamed Golden Girl, which English darts player won 10 World Darts Championships with the BDO, along with 7 

British Open Championships, both being records still held today? Trina GULLIVER 

3b The name of which moon of Jupiter can be made by taking a 4-letter species of freshwater fish, and adding a vowel to 

the end of it? CARPO 

4a One of the 20 best-selling jazz albums of all time according to the RIAA, 'Still Life (Talking)' is the fifth studio album by 

which jazz fusion outfit? Named after their main songwriter and bandleader, they remained together until 2010. PAT METHANY Group 

4b A quietly quirky question of quality is a (somewhat self-aggrandising) example of what literary technique in action, in 

which consecutive words share the same beginning letters or sounds? ALLITERATION 

 



 
 
 
 
Round 3 

1a In the standard UK version of the board game Monopoly, the properties The Strand, Fleet Street and Trafalgar Square are 

all which primary colour? RED 

1b Which letter of the English alphabet can be found in the chemical symbols for Copper, Gold and Plutonium? U 

2a Which song by The Beatles got to Number 1 on the UK singles chart in March 1987, after it was released as a charity 

single by the artist collective known as Ferry Aid? The song in question was originally released in 1970 from the Fab 

Four's final studio album of the same name. LET IT BE 

2b One of the principal deities of Hinduism, who was the goddess of wealth, prosperity, love and beauty? Icons of this 

goddess often depict her having four arms, and sitting upon a lotus throne. LAKSHMI 

3a A poetry collection titled the Quan Tangshi was produced under the order of which Chinese emperor, the third emperor of 

the Qing dynasty? He also ordered the creation of a dictionary of Chinese characters (which was named after him), and 

he still stands as China's longest ruling emperor. KANGXI Emperor 

3b The Decade Volcanoes are 16 volcanoes that are considered worthy of close study due to the size of their eruptions in 

relation to large towns and cities. Two of these volcanoes are located in Japan. Which is the largest of these two 

volcanoes? Located near Shimabara in Nagasaki, and with a height of 4,875ft, its last known eruption was in 1995. Mount UNZEN 

4a 

With their eponymous series first airing in 1971 on the CBS network, the main trio of the Hair Bear Bunch consisted of 

Hair Bear, Bubi Bear and who else? SQUARE BEAR 



4b In which draw of the UK National Lottery must a player match the 5 main numbers, plus a pink bonus ball that shares the 

name of the draw in question, in order to win the jackpot? The jackpot stands constant at £500,000. THUNDERBALL 

 
 
 
 
 
Round 4 

1a 
Clara Rockmore is widely celebrated as one of the most accomplished performers of which electronic instrument, novel for 

the lack of physical contact made by its player? THEREMIN 

1b In January 2022, Drinks International released its list of the most popular cocktails of 2021. Which cocktail – consisting of 

one part gin, one part vermouth, one part Campari and garnished with orange peel - topped the list in question? NEGRONI 

2a Which Brazilian surfer won the inaugural gold medal in the men’s shortboard event at Tokyo 2020? He also won the Rip 

Curl Newcastle Cup in Australia that same year. Ítalo FERREIRA 

2b According to a poll aimed at readers of the travel site RoughGuides.com, which major city in the United Arab Emirates 

was voted the most overrated place to visit in the world? DUBAI 

3a The acronym EGOT (Emmy, Grammy, Oscar and Tony) is said to have been coined by the actor Philip Michael Thomas in 

1984. His intention was to win all four awards within five years of beginning his tenure as Ricardo Tubbs in which US 

crime drama series that featured a Florida city in its name? To date, Thomas has not been nominated for any of these 

awards... MIAMI VICE 

3b Originally a member of the Young British Artists, which photographer and film-maker created the 1994 work 'Killing Time', 

in which four musicians mimed an opera score without their instruments? She would eventually go on to direct feature 

films, including 'Nowhere Boy' and '50 Shades Of Grey'. 

Sam TAYLOR-JOHNSON (Acc. 

TAYLOR-WOOD, prompt on just 

TAYLOR.) 



4a Pudding Lane is widely considered to be the starting location of which British urban disaster of 1666? The GREAT FIRE of LONDON 

4b Which man is the most recent person to be awarded a solitary Nobel Prize for Chemistry, receiving the honour in 2011 for 

his discovery of quasicrystals? Dan SHECHTMAN 

 
 

HALF-TIME - PLEASE CHANGE ORDER 
 
 
Round 5 

1a Ruben Östlund is the second Swedish film-maker to have won the Palme d’Or twice. Which other Swedish film-maker 

achieved this distinction previously? He was also the first ever person to achieve the feat, doing so in 1951 with the film 

‘Miss Julie’? Alf SJÖBERG 

1b Which ancient Athenian statesman and general is the last of the seven esteemed figures to deliver a speech in Plato's 

'Symposium'? His speech, delivered in an inebriated state, heaps praise upon Socrates, even admitting to a sexual 

attraction to him. ALCIBIADES 

2a Which song by R.E.M got to Number 1 on the UK singles chart in February 2010, after it was released as a charity single 

by the artist collective known as Helping Haiti? The song in question was originally released in 1993 and was taken from 

R.E.M’s eighth studio album ‘Automatic For The People’. EVERYBODY HURTS 

2b Established in 1703, by King Augustus II the Strong, the Order of the White Eagle is the highest order of chivalry awarded 

in which European country? It is one of the oldest chivalric distinctions still in use today. POLAND 

3a In the standard UK version of the board game Monopoly, the properties Leicester Square, Coventry Street and Piccadilly 

are all which primary colour? YELLOW 



3b Which letter of the English alphabet can be found in the chemical symbols for Mercury, Magnesium and Seaborgium? G 

4a By contrast, Princess Caroline of Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel holds the shortest tenure as a British Queen consort, at only 1 

and a half years due to her untimely death at the age of 53. Who was she Queen consort to? GEORGE IV 

4b In which transnational Lottery draw must a player match the 5 main numbers, plus 2 bonus balls known as Lucky Stars, in 

order to win the jackpot? In July 2022, a UK entrant won the largest ever jackpot in this draw, at £195 million. EUROMILLIONS 

 
 
 
Round 6 

1a 

Oh, What A Beautiful Mornin is the opening number of which musical by Rodgers & Hammerstein? OKLAHOMA! 

1b Prior to the coining of the ‘Big Five’, both Linda Evangelista and Christy Turlington were dubbed ‘the Holy Trinity’ alongside 

which other supermodel? Born in London in 1970, she became the first black supermodel to appear on the front cover of 

French Vogue. Naomi CAMPBELL 

2a 
With their eponymous series first airing in 1968 on NBC, the Banana Splits were a musical quartet consisting of Fleegal, 

Bingo, Drooper and who else? SNORKY 

2b 
Which small common insectivorous bird, native to Eurasia and Northwest Africa, has the somewhat unflattering Latin name of 

'troglodytes troglodytes'? (Northern/Eurasian) WREN 



3a 
The Temple Of Heaven and the Forbidden City - two UNESCO World Heritage Sites - were constructed in Dongcheng under 

the order of which Chinese emperor of the Ming dynasty? The latter site became the winter residence for every Chinese 

emperor for the following 500 years. 

YONGLE Emperor (Acc. ZHU 

DI) 

3b Another two of the Decade Volcanoes are located in the USA. Which of the two is located in the state of Washington, close to 

Seattle? It stands at 14,409ft, and though it has not erupted since 1895, is still considered one of the most dangerous 

volcanoes on Earth, with the United States Geographical Survey stating that “around 80,000 people and their homes are at 

risk…” Mount RAINIER 

4a 

Which English football team - who were promoted to the Premier League at the end of the 2021-22 season - play their home 

games at Dean Court? AFC BOURNEMOUTH 

4b 
One of the principal deities of Hinduism, who is the goddess of harmony, devotion, fertility and motherhood? Along with the 

aforementioned Lakshmi, she forms part of the Tridevi alongside fellow goddess Saraswati. PARVATI 

 
Round 7 

1a Nicknamed The Black Pepper, which English darts player - born in Kingston, Jamaica - has won 5 British Open 

Championships, and is currently ranked as the world's number 2 female player by the World Darts Federation? Deta HEDMAN 

1b The name of which moon of Jupiter can be made by taking a 5-letter large mammal, and adding a vowel just before the 

final letter? PANDIA 

2a The assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand and his wife Sophie on the 28th June 1914 is widely considered a major 

catalyst for the start of which major conflict, beginning exactly one month later? WORLD WAR I 

2b Born in Louisiana in 2000, which dancer and social media personality is currently the fourth most followed account on Addison RAE 



TikTok, and caused controversy in 2021 when she appeared on the Jimmy Fallon show due to presenting several dances 

without crediting the original choreographers? 

3a Almost achieving the exact dream of Philip Michael Thomas, composer Robert Lopez achieved the EGOT in a record 10 

years - and at the record youngest age of 39 - when he won an Oscar in 2014 for the musical number ‘Let It Go’ from 

which Disney film? FROZEN 

3b Originally a member of the Young British Artists, which painter is known for her large-scale depictions of naked women, 

with detail in particular given to the bruises and burns on their bodies? Her work was used as cover art on two albums by 

the Manic Street Preachers: 'The Holy Bible' and 'Journal for Plague Lovers' respectively. Jenny SAVILLE 

4a Another of the 20 best-selling jazz albums of all time, 'Elegant Gypsy' is the second studio album by which jazz fusion 

guitarist? Still performing to this day, he released a live album titled 'Saturday Night in San Francisco' earlier this year. AL DI MEOLA 

4b Which Californian city - one of the five most populous cities in the USA - was voted as the third most overrated place in 

the world to visit, according to readers of RoughGuide.com? LOS ANGELES (Accept L.A.) 

 
 
 
 
 
Round 8 

1a Born in present day Yemen in 1956, which Labour politician served as the MP for Leicester East for 32 years (from 1987 

to 2019)? He still stands as the UK’s longest serving British-Asian member of parliament. Keith VAZ 

1b Divided into 100 pesawas, the cedi is the national currency of which West African country? Cities of this nation where the 

currency would be accepted include Tamale and Accra… GHANA 



2a 
Which Slovenian climber won the inaugural gold medal in the women’s combined sport climbing even at Tokyo 2020? She 

was also the season winner for the Women’s Lead event at the Climbing World Cup that same year. Janja GARNBRET 

2b Was it a car or a cat I saw? is a (somewhat concerning) example of what literary technique in action, in which a word, 

phrase or full sentence is the same when written backwards as well as forwards? PALINDROME 

3a Min Xiao-Fen is widely celebrated as one of the most accomplished performers of which traditional Chinese stringed 

instrument? It has a pear-shaped body and is sometimes referred to as a 'Chinese Lute'. PIPA 

3b Having been the most popular cocktail for eight years running according to Drinks International, which cocktail – consisting 

of whiskey mixed with plain water, Angostura bitters and sugar, all garnished with orange zest and a cocktail cherry – was 

relegated to the number 2 spot of the 2021 most popular cocktails list? OLD FASHIONED 

4a 
Lovely jubbly! is the catchphrase of which entrepreneurial sitcom character, portrayed by David Jason in the BBC show 

'Only Fools and Horses'? 

DEREK "DEL BOY" TROTTER 

(Acc. either first name, nickname 

or surname.) 

4b Which man is the most recent person to be awarded a solitary Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine, receiving the 

honour in 2010 for the development of in vitro fertilisation? Robert EDWARDS 

 
We hope you have enjoyed this friendly set. Please remember that the friendlies are written by volunteers who are all members of OQL so 

please consider that when making comments regarding the friendly set. 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 



Spares 

1 Who was nominated as Best Player of the 2022 Women's Euro Football Tournament? She scored a hat-trick for England 

in the historic 8-0 group stage victory against Norway. Beth MEAD 

2 

With the dubious honour of having the "worst pop song lyric" according to a 2007 BBC poll, 'Life' - released in 1998 - was 

by which singer-songwriter? Her other hits include 'You Gotta Be' and 'Feel So High'. DES'REE 

3 Four score and seven years ago are the opening words of which speech delivered by Abraham Lincoln? GETTYSBURG Address 

4 Which moon of Jupiter shares its name with an edible cultivar of cabbage? KALE 

5 Sharing its name phonetically with an African American cultural holiday, what is the currency of Angola? KWANZA 

 
 


